BRUNO Wheelchair-Lifter
TM

EXCLUSIVE R33 Lift Belt
is 50% Stronger _
an Industry First!
Patent Pending
Pending
Patent

Only
BRUNO
tests lift designs
to
three times
rated-weight
capacity!
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◆

The Bruno Wheelchair-Lifter Model AWL-100 Vehicle Lift eliminates the struggle of lifting/storing your folding wheelchair into the trunk of
your car or station wagon. You don’t need to struggle any longer to get your wheelchair in/out of the trunk of your car.

◆

The Wheelchair-Lifter Model AWL-100 raises and tilts your wheelchair horizontally, all at the touch of a button. Plus, Bruno has two additional
Wheelchair-Lifter Models _ the AWL-150 rear-door application and the AWL-160 side-door application _ to vertically lift and store your wheelchair into a full-size van or minivan.

◆

This electrically-operated lift is powered by the vehicle’s battery; it can also be used with Bruno’s optional Pow’rPac . When the wheelchair is
above the trunk, simply swing the lift arm and wheelchair in and push the DOWN button; then fold the lift arm down.

◆

The Wheelchair-Lifter Model AWL-100 can be installed in most auto trunks, station wagons, vans, minivans, sport utility vehicles (SUVs) and
hatchbacks as long as the storage area is large enough to accommodate your folding wheelchair. Please see the back of this brochure for a
step-by-step illustration of how the Wheelchair-Lifter Model AWL-100 works.
OPTIONAL BRUNO POW’RPAC

The complete, independent power
supply for your automotive lift!

◆

Easy to use!

◆

Convenient!

◆

Works in most
minivans, SUVs, station
wagons & sedans!
Pow’rPac easily installs in your
vehicle _ just plug into the
vehicle’s power outlet!

◆

EXCLUSIVE! Bruno’s R3 Lift Belt is 50% stronger! Count on Bruno’s R3 Lift Belt for ease of use,

longer life and safer operation _ another Industry First!
◆

Expert installation and complete, after-sale service is provided by Bruno’s worldwide network of
dealers.
◆

Only Bruno has over 25 different interior/exterior scooter, wheelchair and power chair lifts for
nearly any sedan, minivan, sport utility vehicle, full-size van, pickup truck and the new cross-over
vehicles.
◆

All Bruno lifts are eligible for reimbursement under the terms of
Mobility Programs offered by GM, Saturn, DaimlerChrysler/Dodge,
Ford, Toyota, Lexus, Volvo and Volkswagen.

All illustrations and specifications in this brochure are based on the latest product information available at the time of publication. Bruno Independent Living Aids, Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice. AWL-100 11/04-4 © Bruno Independent Living Aids, Inc. 2004

Using the Bruno Wheelchair-Lifter® is easy!
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To lift, simply push the UP button. The lift will tilt
the wheelchair into the horizontal position with
your guidance.

Once the wheelchair is positioned at the rear of
your car, remove the seat and hook the lift claw to
the T-bar docking device.
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Swing the wheelchair above the trunk opening.

Continue to push the UP button until the wheelchair
is above the trunk opening.
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Push the DOWN button to lower the wheelchair
into the trunk and remove the lift claw from the
docking device. The lift and wheelchair fit snugly
in your trunk.
Bruno lifts are eligible for reimbursement under the terms of Mobility Programs
offered by GM, Saturn,
DaimlerChrysler/Dodge, Ford, Toyota, Lexus
Volvo and Volkswagen.

Represented By:

WHEELCHAIR-LIFTER
WHEELCHAIR-LIFTER
Model AWL-150
Model AWL-160
REAR-DOOR APPLICATION SIDE-DOOR APPLICATION
The Lift weight rating is the MAXIMUM load value. Factors inherent to specific
applications including, but not limited to, vehicle structure and condition,
operating environment, and customer ability may reduce the effective weight
rating.
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◆

FAX: 1-262-953-5501
www.bruno.com

